The higher order link polynomials are a class of link invariants related to both Homfly polynomial and Vassiliev invariants. Here we study their partial derivatives. We prove that each partial derivative of an nth order Homfly polynomial is an (n + 1)th order Homfly polynomial. In particular, each dth partial derivative of the Homfly polynomial is a dth order Homfly polynomial. For d = 1, we show that these derivatives span all the first order Homfly polynomials. Similar constructions are made for other link polynomials. Questions on linear span and computational complexities are discussed. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Two types of link invariants that have been studied extensively in the past few years are various link polynomials and the Vassiliev invariants. A well-known theorem [l] says that the link polynomials all yield Vassiliev invariants by making a suitable change of variables and then taking coefficients of the Taylor expansion. The coefficients of a Taylor expansion are essentially higher derivatives evaluated at a special value. This theorem says that suitable higher partial derivatives of a link polynomial evaluated at a special value are Vassiliev invariants.
In this note, we consider the higher order link polynomials PL(x, y, z) introduced in [4] , and study their derivatives with respect to 2, y, z. We prove that each partial derivative of an nth order Homfly polynomial is an (n+ 1)th order Homfly polynomial. In particular, the partial derivatives of the Homfly polynomial yield first order Homfly polynomials.
We prove that, for the Homfly polynomial H, the polynomials H, aHlax, aH/ay are linearly independent, and every first order Homfly polynomial can be written as a linear combination of them (using rational function coefficients). This gives an easier proof of the existence part of a main result [4, Theorem 51 . We also make similar constructions for other link polynomials. In the case of the Conway polynomial, we show that the Conway polynomial and its derivative do not span the space of first order Conway polynomials.
First derivatives of the Homfly polynomial
We first recall the definition of higher order Homfly polynomials. Let 2 be the ring of integers, and R = Z[z*', y*', z*']. Th us R is a commutative ring. By a singular link we mean a link with finitely many self intersections, called singular crossings, each of which is flat, meaning it has a neighborhood in which the singular link is contained in a flat disc and has a transverse self intersection therein. Any deformation of the singular link is required to preserve this disc. Let P' be the set of oriented singular links with m singular crossings that are ordered. Thus Co is the set of oriented links. Let S" be the free R-module generated by C'". Consider the R-module homomorphisms: ses L&p... in which d(L,) = XL+ + yL_ + ZLO where L, is a singular link in Cc" whose mth singular crossing is resolved into a positive crossing to give L+, a negative crossing to give Land no crossing to give Lo. For each pair of nonnegative integers L and n, define the nth order skein module on C" to be the quotient R-module S;,,,, = S"/d"+'(S"+"+').
In particular, Si+, will be called the nth order Homfly skein module.
Let (Sz,, )* denote the dual space of Sz,, . That is, the set of linear maps from Si+, to R. An element P in (Sz,,) * is called an nth order Homfly polynomial. Equivalently, P is a link invariant valued in R that satisfies D+' PL, x = 0, where DPL. (2: y, z) = XPL+ + yips_ + zPL~. Therefore the Homfly polynomial is the only 0th order Homfly polynomial (up to a factor). The first order Homfly polynomials are the ones that satisfy the skein relation x2P~++ +xyP~+_ +xYPL_+ +y2PL-_ +xzPL+,,+xzPI,"+ +yzPL_,+ YZPL,_ + Z2PLoo = 0, or equivalently,
It is proved in [4] that ,572" is a free R-module with a basis {Bi, &, &}, where Bi is the unknot, B2 is the trivial 2-component link, and B3 the Hopf link (with linking number -1). It follows that (S,) ' * is a free R-module with basis {P' , P2. P3} where Pk, = 6,, Let HL(~, y, 2) be the Homfly polynomial defined by
and ffunknot = 1. Let aH/ax be the 'first partial derivative of H', the link invariant definedby (aH/aZjL = aHL/a x and similarly define aH/ay and aH/az. We have Theorem 1. aqax,aHlay,afrla z are all first order Horn& polynomials.
Proof. Taking a/ax on both sides of Eq. (2) we get
Thus aH/ax is a first order Homfly polynomial. The same argument works for aH/a:y and aH/az. 0
The fact that the Homfly polynomial is really a 2-variable polynomial suggests that the three partial derivatives are linearly dependent. This is indeed the case, as shown in Theorem 2(a) below. On the other hand, the Homfly polynomial HL is a first order Homfly polynomial itself, and the three polynomials H, aHlax, aH/ay are in fact linearly independent.
Theorem 2.
(a) x(aH/ax) +y(aH/ay/)+~(afz/a~) =o. 
where PL, Pz, Pi are the basis of (S,")* described above.
Proof. (a) Since HL(z, Y, Z) is homogeneous of degree zero, HL(~x, ty, TV) is independent of t. Taking its derivative with respect to t, we get s~+y~+Z+ aY 
Multiplying both sides by A-', we get Eq. (3). 0
We make several remarks below.
Remark 1. Although the entries of A-' are rational functions, Pi's are in fact polynomials of 5*', y*' , z*'. This is because of the following known proposition, which implies the corollary below.
Proposition 1 (see [3, Propositions 22 and 231). F or any link L, the Hornfly polynomial HL satisfies an equality of the form
where QL is some polynomial in .&I, yy+', 2".
Corollary 1. For any link L, (z + y)' -z2 divides (aHL/&c) -(aH~/ay).
Remark 2. One can also show directly that each Pi is a polynomial by a standard induction on a complexity of link diagrams. Consequently the above corollary follows without using Proposition 1. One can study the 71th partial derivatives of HL(z, Y, z). By Theorem 3 of the next section, they are nth order Homfly polynomials.
Higher derivatives
Let P : Lo -+ R be a polynomial invariant of links. Recall that D'"P : L" --f R, for k=1,2,3....,isdefinedby (DP)L, = X:pL+ + YPL_ + ZPL(,, and D"P = D(D"-'P).
We also note that for L E Cc", (D"P) L is independent of ordering of the singular crossings of L. Theorem 3. If P is a (k -1)th order Hornfly polynomial, each of its partial derivatives is a kth order Homfy polynomial.
To prove the theorem, we first prove a lemma. Let L = Lx..., be a singular link in C". Denote L, = Lx...+..,x the singular link in Cc"-' obtained by replacing the %th singular crossing by a positive crossing. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the answer to Question 1 is yes. Theorem 2 says this is the case for n = 1. For n = 2, a direct calculation shows that T2 is indeed linearly independent. It follows that Span{a2H/ax2, a*H/axay, a2H/ay2} cannot have a nontrivial intersection with (S,")*, which is spanned by {H, aH/ax, aHlay}. This implies Corollary 2. dim(S$*/(S~)* 3 3, where (S,")*/(S,")* denotes the quotient R-module.
As for Question 2, it seems reasonable to conjecture the answer to be no. This can be compared with Vassiliev invariants, which are almost trivial when the order is small, but give more and more information about links as the order increases. In the next section, we will show that this is indeed the case for the Conway polynomial. We will also show that the answer to Question 1 is yes in this case.
Other higher order link polynomials
The higher order link polynomials can be defined for other skein polynomials in an obvious way. For example, here is a brief account for the Kauffman polynomial. where L+ and L_ are the two ways of changing the singularity of L, into a crossing, La and L, are the ways of smoothing it to become no crossing. (For a picture see [2] .) The idea of the "order" of an invariant carries over as usual. This R is just the Kauffman polynomial for framed links with variables a and -z/a. Thus we know that such a nontrivial R exists. Then one can show that aR az
and g
give order one invariants for framed links with singularities. Higher partial derivatives give higher order invariants. Next we study the higher order Conway polynomials. Let VJL be the Conway polynomial defined by (1) The set ofjirst order Conway polynomials forms a free Z[z5']-module with basis PA(l,-1,-z), i = 1,2,3 h w ere PL S are as described in Section 1. (2) The proof is the same as for the Homfly polynomial and is omitted.
(3) Let L be a link with VL(Z) = z (e.g., the Hopf link with +l linking number). Let K, be a connected sum of n copies of L and KC, be the unknot. Then V& = 1, VK, = z, .) V& = zn.
Let A be the square matrix whose ij entry is di-'VK3_, dzi-1 '
Then A is an upper triangular matrix with a non-zero determinant. This shows that {V, dV/dz, . . , d"V/dz"} is linearly independent set. (4) Let K1 be the right handed trefoil knot, and K2 be the left handed trefoil knot. It is well known that V, and therefore dV/dz cannot distinguish K1 from K2. On the other hand, a direct calculation shows that G(l:
-1, -z) = -222, 2(l,-l,-z) =o.
Thus @H/&r)(l, -1, -z), w IC IS a first order Conway polynomial, does distinguish h' h the two knots. 0
Remark. By the proof of Theorem 4(4), (aHL/&)( 1, -1, -z) is a first order Conway polynomial that contains information not contained in the Conway polynomial. It would be interesting to know whether this polynomial can be computed in polynomial time, e.g., computable in terms of a matrix, just like the Alexander polynomial.
